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ABSTRACT
This thesis examines ways to improve the quality of bathymetric maps generated from multibeam sonar data. In particular, it focuses on techniques for improving the real time computation of bathymetric models and related navigation
solutions. Currently, there are many computational limitations that render applications such as path planning and simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM)
unfit for real time use on vehicles in the field. Much of the work presented here
focuses on re-framing previously proposed mapping and navigation solutions in
a way conducive to massively parallel processing on a graphics processing unit
(GPU).
Terrain models produced from multibeam sonar data are typically generated
by gridding methods that divide the survey area into grid cells and compute the
average depth value of the points that fall in each cell. To generate a gridded
terrain model that is smooth and free of gaps, the cell size needs to be sufficiently
large to contains several points. A larger cell size will, however, reduce the effective
resolution of the model. By stochastically modeling the terrain elevation as a two
dimensional function of position, a Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) is able to
compute a continuous surface that represents the data at all (x,y) positions without
reducing the effective resolution while simultaneously estimating the uncertainty
of the model. Despite its predictive power, GPR methods are generally relegated
to post processing due to the high computational cost. The main contribution
of this thesis focuses on developing, implementing, and testing a formulation of a
massively parallel GPR (MP-GPR). This implementation can be computed in real
time for high data rate multibeam sonars and be recursively updated as new data
becomes available.
Most underwater vehicles lack the ability to precisely georeference themselves.

Maps generated by these vehicles are thus limited by their navigation solution more
than the precision of their perceptual sensors. However, using SLAM methods, it
is possible to use perceptual data, such as multibeam sonar, to inform the navigation solution. A bathymetric implementation of a Rao-Blackwellized particle filter
known as BPSLAM was previously confirmed to work using a GPR terrain model.
The forking nature of the BPSLAM method is particularly compatible with the recursive nature of the massively parallel GPR algorithm for both computation and
efficient data storage. A new GPU based BPSLAM (GP-BPSLAM) was developed.
GP-BPLAM was able to function in real time using live multibeam sonar data and
produced more self consistent maps than dead reckoning navigation alone.
Results within this thesis were obtained using data collecting with a surface
vessel equipped with a suite of navigation sensors and two multibeam sonars. The
presented results demonstrate the utility of the developed methods in realistic
operating situations for autonomous surface and underwater vehicles.
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PREFACE
This dissertation, Massively Parallel Stochastic Terrain Models in Undersea
Mapping and Navigation, is written in manuscript format and consists of three
papers prepared for submission to peer reviewed journals. Each paper will be
submitted to the respective journal by February 28, 2021.
The first manuscript, A Massively Parallel Implementation of Gaussian Process Regression for Real Time Bathymetric Mapping, forms the foundation for the
dissertation as a whole. It explores the use of Gaussian Process Regression (GPR)
terrain models in bathymetric mapping applications. Specifically, it focuses on
leveraging modern GPU technology to compute a high fidelity massively parallel
GPR (MP-GPR) model in real time. It has been submitted for publication in
“Field Robotics” and is currently in review.
Most underwater vehicles lack the ability to localize themselves with adequate
precision for high resolution mapping. Therefore, the second manuscript, Terrain
Based Underwater Vehicle Navigation Using Gaussian Process Regression, focuses
on improving the navigation solution by using mapping sonar data to bound the
error on the navigation solution. A simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM)
algorithm was implemented and tested using the MP-GPR as a terrain model.
This manuscript will be submitted to “Field Robotics” as a followup to the first
manuscript.
A surface vehicle, the Pontoon Of Science (POS), was continuously developed
over the course of this dissertation. The POS’s development and subsequently collected data were heavily influenced by the needs of this project and proved valuable
while developing the GPR processing and SLAM methods. Several datasets were
selected for publication to the greater robotics community working on SLAM techniques. This final manuscript details the design of the POS and the datasets. It will
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be published as a data paper in the “International Journal of Robotics Research”.
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1.1

Abstract
Terrain models produced from multibeam sonar data are typically generated

by gridding methods that divide the survey area into (x,y) cells and compute the
average depth value of the points that fall in each cell. To generate a gridded
terrain model that is smooth and free of gaps, the cell size needs to be sufficiently
large to contains several points. A larger cell size will, however, reduce the effective
resolution of the model. By stochastically modeling the terrain elevation as a two
dimensional function of position, a Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) is able to
compute a continuous surface that represents multibeam data at all (x,y) positions
without reducing the effective resolution while simultaneously estimating the uncertainty of the model. A GPR fills the gaps in the underlying data by making
predictions based on nearby data. GPRs also provide an uncertainty estimate that
can be used to evaluate survey quality which, If calculated in real time, can be
used as a parameter to optimize in autonomous path planning algorithms. The
GPR’s ability to interpolate over poorly sampled areas and produce uncertainty
statistics can be used for navigation bottom collision avoidance. To date however,
the computation cost in terms of both memory and computation time mean that
GPRs have not been viable for such real time applications. This paper presents
a novel method of computing GPRs using massively parallel processing. This implementation dramatically increases the processing speed and allows GPRs to be
computed and updated online using high resolution multibeam data.
1.2

Introduction
Modern autonomous vehicles equipped with perceptual sonars and enough

processing power have the ability to produce bathymetric maps in real time. A
continuously updating, online bathymetric map allows such a vehicle to plan it’s
trajectory in real time to optimize mapping coverage [1, 2] and/or quality [3, 4]. If
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a bathymetric model is efficient enough it can also be assist in vehicle navigation
refinement using simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). Finally, a high
fidelity map, especially one with confidence intervals, allows for safe navigation
close to terrain.
Post processed bathymetric maps are also important data products with uses
ranging from the safe passage of ship traffic to the detailed scientific study of
seafloor habitat. Higher fidelity models afford improved maps without the need to
collect additional data.
Maps are typically produced by surveying an area in an organized pattern with
a multibeam sonar system using a surface ship or underwater vehicle. Those sonar
data are converted from raw range and angle measurements to sonar-relative 3D
points, and ultimately to geolocated latitude, longitude and depth points. Lastly,
the collection of points is typically processed using a gridder or surface model to
produce a coherent view of the bathymetry.
Gridding methods divide up the survey area into a set of (x,y) bins. Points
that fall in each bin are averaged to produce a single depth estimate and the
variance in depth can be computed to convey the uncertainty.
Although gridding is simple to implement and quick to compute, there is an
inherent trade off between resolution and completeness. To obtain high resolution
maps, a small cell size must be used. A small cell size will however include fewer
points to average, which will result in a noisy depth estimates with gaps and poor
per-cell statistics. Some cells within the map may not contain any points at all,
producing gaps in the model. Such gaps can be filled in various non-statistically
rigorous methods such as direct interpolation or weighted averaging. Larger grid
cells will result in fewer gaps but the level of detail in the final map will be reduced.
When the underlying point density is not uniform picking a single appropriate cell
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size for the entire survey area is difficult.
Various methods of gridding, meshing [5], and smoothing have been proposed
to generate a surface from 3D point cloud data. Many of these methods are geared
toward imaging and 3D modeling. Although these fixes produce reasonable looking
results they do not model bathymetry or terrain in a statistically rigorous way.
Several stochastic models exist for processing bathymetry such as CUBE [6],
Kreiging[7] and Gaussian process regression (GPR)[8]. These methods seek to
predict a continuous surface similar to spline or meshing methods. Stochastic
models have mathematically rigorous roots and provide uncertainty metrics over
the domain of the model. Such uncertainty metrics attempt to quantify uncertainty
in the depth estimates.
GPRs have been effectively used to model terrestrial terrain [9, 10]. Figure
1 shows a comparison between a standard gridded data product using shipboard
sonar data from E/V Nautilus and the GPR solution described here. The GPR
solution shows detail that was smoothed away in the gridded model. The same
map overlaid with the GPR confidence estimation (Figure 2) shows the utility of
the accompanying error estimate. Areas of steep terrain sloping away from the
vessel’s path will have lower point density and more variability in the range data,
which results in the higher uncertainty estimate.
GPRs have proven to be a useful tool in simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM) bathymetric mapping [11]. In a standard multibeam “push broom” setup,
the SLAM problem of refining the vehicle’s navigation estimate while making that
bathymetric map is difficult to solve since temporally consecutive sonar returns
are just single lines of points with have little to no overlap. This make it difficult
to compare a vehicle’s current navigation solution to the terrain model without
combining sets of previous returns into terrain patches that can be matched. [12].
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Barkby et. al. address this lack of overlap by using a GPR to extrapolate the
model of the seafloor beyond past the previous ping to create a predicted overlap
for comparison.
The error metrics and interpolation provided by stochastic methods like GPR
are also useful for autonomous vehicle path planning. The interpolation, and to
a lesser extent extrapolation, capabilities of stochastic methods combined with
likelihood bounds allow a vehicle to effectively look ahead even in unknown environments. Existing multibeam path planners utilize non-model based methods
such as saliency maps [4, 2]. The GPR’s spatial variance estimate offers a more
principled metric for such path planners to optimize. For this reason, GPRs have
been used in autonomous vehicle path planning [13] but only with relatively simple
datasets.
The computational burden of stochastic models is the major drawback over
traditional methods. Significant computation demands make stochastic models
challenging for online processing on an autonomous vehicle or with very large data
sets. SLAM navigation, such as [11], cannot be done in real time or used to guide
the vehicle survey path. Additionally, without a real time GPR, information gain
path planning methods are not feasible. Typically, GPR performance is improved
through approximations [14, 15, 16, 17]. Additionally, GPR solutions have been
implemented on graphical processing units (GPU) with promising results [18, 19]
although not tailored for use in situations that require online update and real time
computation. Our efforts focus on improving the computational performance of
an updateable GPR model by leveraging the large number of parallel processor
cores on modern GPUs such that GPRs can be useful for real time bathymetric
mapping tasks.

5

Figure 1: A comparison of “Seamount 6” in the Papahānaumokuākea Marine
National Monument surveyed by E/V Nautilus in 2018 with an EM302 sonar and
Seapath 330+ inertial measurement unit. The image on the right shows Nautilus’s
standard 75m gridded product. The image on the left shows the author’s massively
parallel GPR solution applied to the same dataset.

Figure 2: An example survey track on a GPR uncertainty map. Blue boxes represent areas that have limited observability from the ships survey lines and subsequently lower quality bottom return data (higher uncertainty).
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1.3

Gaussian Process Regression
A Gaussian process (GP) is specified by a mean and covariance
µ(x) = E[y(x)],

(1)

k(x, x0 ) = E[(y(x) − µ(x))(y(x0 ) − µ(x0 ))],
where y(x) is a real process with a mean µ(x) and a kernel (covariance function)
k(x, x0 ). Equation 1 is then rewritten as
y(x) ∼ GP(µ(x), k(x, x0 )),

(2)

where it is assumed that the joint distribution of inputs x and the outputs y(x)
are normal. Equation 2 can also be expressed as
y(x) ∼ GP(µ(x), k(x, x0 )) = N ((µ(x), k(x, x0 )).

(3)

Finally, to fully define the GP the mean function µ is defined to be zero and
the square exponential is selected as the kernel with characteristic length scale l,
process noise σf2 and observations xi , xj .
µ(x) ≡ 0
k(xi , xj ) ≡

σf2 exp



|xi − xj |2
−
2l2


(4)

In practice, this covariance function is represented using the exactly sparse approximation [20]

k(xi , xj ) ≡


d


σf2 [( 2+cos(2π l ) (1 − d ) +
3
l


0

1
sin(2π dl )]
2π

d<l
(5)
d≥l

where d is the distance between the points xi , xj . This approximation is used to
reduce the degree of correlation between data points that are spread further than
the characteristic length.
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With the GP fully defined, it is now possible to calculate some realizations of
the GP as
Y ∗ ∼ N (0, k(X∗ , X ∗ )).

(6)

Here, Y ∗ is the output prediction at the inputs specified as X ∗ . In order
to make predictions based on training data, the formulation of the GP must be
restructured as follows


Y
Y∗



 

V
K |∗
∼ N 0,
,
K ∗ K ∗∗

V = k(X, X) + W ,

(7)

K ∗ = k(X ∗ , X),
K ∗∗ = k(X ∗ , X ∗ ).
We define our training dataset of M three dimensional points with input points
M
X = {xi , yi }M
i=1 and output points Y = {zi }i=1 . Similarly, we have test points

X∗ and predicted points Y∗ . The complete input covariance, V is the sum of the
kernel covariance of the input points, K(X, X), and the sensor noise, represented
2
). The covariance term K ∗ is the covariance mawith the term W = diag(σ12 ...σM

trix between the prediction locations and the training data. K ∗∗ Is the covariance
between the prediction points with themselves. Finally, we can calculate the conditional distribution with mean Ŷ∗ and covariance Σ∗ of a predicted data set based
on the training data set pairs X and Y as
Y ∗ |X, Y , X ∗ ∼ N (Ŷ ∗ , Σ∗ ),
Ŷ ∗ = K ∗ V −1 Y ,
Σ∗ = K ∗∗ − K ∗ V −1 K |∗ .

(8)
(9)
(10)

In it’s basic form, a GPR is relatively easy to implement, involving only basic
matrix operations like inversion, addition and multiplication. However, this simple
8

implementation does not scale well in time or memory usage for larger datasets
either. In the next section, we suggest several ways to both decrease memory
usage and restructure computation in a way conducive to massively parallel GPU
computation.
1.4

Massively Parallel Implementation
To implement the massively parallel formulation of the GPR, we need to struc-

ture the problem differently than the standard implementation. In general, when
leveraging GPU computation, it is desirable to work on chunks of data that can be
solved in parallel as opposed to individual datapoints. Furthermore, it is desirable
to reduce costly memory transfer between CPU and GPU memory. Our implementation requires no such memory transfer for large intermediate calculations such as
the V or K matrices. Only the 2 × M input data is transferred to GPU memory
and the M element Σ∗ and Ŷ ∗ vectors are transferred to CPU memory.
In practice, we compute the solution listed in equation 8 in four major steps.
• Organize observations into “blocks” of n points that are spatially nearby and
transfer them
• Transfer block to GPU memory and Compute it’s covariance.
• Update the Cholesky factor with the new covariance block.
• Compute the expected value, Ŷ ∗ (equation 9), and covariance, Σ∗ (equation
10), of the solution and transfer them to CPU memory.
1.4.1

Organize observations into “blocks” of n points and organize
them spatially.

The data input assumes that each sequential multibeam sonar ping returns
a pointcloud of globally referenced [x,y,z] points. In order to solve arbitrarily
large data sets, it is necessary to break the GPR solution into manageable parts
9

Figure 3: A schematic of the input data tiling scheme used. The survey area is
sectioned into tiles that overlap on their borders. Data within each tile, including
the overlapping regions, are used to train a GPR. The GPR solutions will be
computed over smaller non-overlapping prediction regions. The individual input
points are grouped into blocks and associated with tiles that contain the block’s
average center location.
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(Fig 3). It is not possible to store the entire V matrix in memory for a large
set of input points X, even using a sparse matrix representation. Therefore, the
survey area is divided into a set of tiles, and each tile represents the solution
to an independent GPR. The sonar points are divided up spatially by horizontal
position into memory “blocks,” each containing an equal number of points, n. This
organization will be useful when computing the input covariance matrix, V . These
blocks should be assembled such that their points are closely packed, relative to the
characteristic length scale, in order to minimize the zero-values in their covariance
matrix k(block1 , block1 ) (see section 1.4.3).
Blocks are grouped spatially and associated with the tiles. A tile is a data
structure containing a training region and a prediction region. The prediction
region represents the area we want to model using a GPR. The training region
extends beyond the prediction region by at least the length scale of the GPR’s
kernel. Any block of input points that falls within the training region of a tile will
be used to train that tile’s associated GPR.
To calculate a GPR over an arbitrarily large, area multiple tiles with adjacent
prediction regions can be defined. The training regions from adjacent tiles will
overlap to enforce smoothness between adjacent tiles’ prediction regions. Because
tiles have overlapping training regions, individual blocks of input data can be associated with multiple tiles. To avoid unnecessary data redundancy, tiles reference
the same block in memory without duplication.
For the results presented here, the data are acquired in real time with a mobile
platform (sec: 1.6) running the Robot Operating System (ROS). ROS is used to
manage and record all navigation and multibeam data, and compute the global
reference frame position, [x,y,z], of each beam in a multibeam return.
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0

Figure 4: A visual comparison of computing the covariance matrix K(X, X ) using
the CPU and the GPU. The CPU needs to evaluate each (i,j) cell sequentially where
the GPU evaluates all of the cells simultaneously.
1.4.2

Transfer block to GPU memory and Compute it’s covariance.

Traditionally, a covariance matrix would be computed by solving equation 4
for every element of the covariance matrix, requiring n2 processes, where n is the
number of input points. In a massively parallel implementation, it is possible to
compute the covariance for thousands of matrix cells simultaneously. Computing
the covariance matrix requires n2 /threads operations, where the number of threads
can be greater than 4000 on a modern GPU. This comparison is demonstrated
visually in Figure 4. Roughly speaking, we can compute a 4000 element covariance
matrix on a GPU in comparable time to computing the variance of a single matrix
cell on the CPU.
0

In order to generate the covariance matrix K(X, X ) (Eq: 4), the input data
X and X 0 must be specified. Since we want to calculate the covariance of 2D
points, these data are represented as a 2 × n matrix. X and X 0 are typically
generated on the host machine which means they must be transferred to GPU
memory before the covariance matrix can be computed[21].
Once the data are on GPU memory, n2 cores are allocated to a GPU function
12

known as a CUDA kernel (not to be confused with a GPR kernel). This CUDA
kernel will compute Eq: 5 for every cell in the covariance matrix in parallel.
1.4.3

Compute the inverse of V

Direct matrix inversion is computationally expensive. Fortunately, the matrix
V is positive definite and symmetric, which means the inverse problem ~b = V ~x can
be solved through Cholesky Decomposition rather than direct inversion. Cholesky
decomposition allows us to represent matrix V as
V = LL| ,

(11)

where L is the lower triangular Cholesky factor. Using this property, we can
restructure the inverse problem ~b = V ~x as ~b = LL|~x.
To solve the system V ~x = ~b using the Cholesky factor, we can simply compute
~c = ~b/L,
~x = ~c/L| .
Because L is lower triangular the above steps can be achieved by back and forward
substitution [14]. We define ~x = CholeskySolve(L, ~b) as the solution to ~b = LL|~x.
The Cholesky factor L can be quite large to represent as a dense matrix.
Sparse matrix representations allow for much lower memory usage but are less
conducive to massively parallel computation due to their poor random access. It
was therefore decided to use a hybrid method known as Block Compressed Sparse
Row (BSR) [21] (Section 1.9.) BSR format represents a matrix as a sparse matrix
of dense matrices. In this format a M × M matrix can be stored as a

M
n

×

M
n

matrix of n × n dense blocks where n is the number of observations in each block
(described in section 1.4.1). BSR format allows us to reap the benefit of dense
matrices for parallelization while gaining most of the memory compression of a
purely sparse implementation.
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Figure 5: A visual representation of updating the Cholesky factor. A: New data
requires a new lower row in the Cholesky factor. B: The blue elements of the row
are determined by back substitution.C: The red elements of the new row are solved
for by dense Cholesky decomposition, multiplication and subtraction.
The BSR representation of L means we can implement a recursive computation. This recursive computation also means that when new data become available
it is easy to update the Cholesky factor as in Figure 5. A detailed explanation of
this process is available in appendix A.
1.4.4

Compute the expected value and covariance of the solution

The expected value and variance of the solution can be calculated by writing
equations 9 and 10 in terms of the Cholesky factor L
Ŷ ∗ = K ∗ CholeskySolve(L, Y ),

(12)

Σ∗ = K ∗∗ − K ∗ CholeskySolve(L, K ∗ ).

(13)

Once all data are added to a given tile, the final prediction can be made in the tile’s
prediction region. In the case of online GPR mapping, an intermediate prediction
can be made after any Cholesky update step. The prediction can be updated
at any time by simply re-computing the mean and variance with relatively low
computational cost. The Σ∗ and Ŷ ∗ vectors can be transferred from GPU to CPU
14

memory when they are needed with little cost to performance.
1.4.5

The Real-Time Algorithm

The real time algorithm is divided into two main subroutines. The first divides
up the data into blocks and associates the blocks with the tiles as in section 1.4.1.
Any tiles linked to new data in this process are added to the back of a tile queue.
A second concurrent process continuously computes the GPR for the prediction
region of the tile at the front of the queue as in sections 1.4.3 and 1.4.4. If the
same tile is at the front of the queue for two consecutive updates, its Cholesky
factor is simply updated with any new data blocks instead of being recomputed.
If a different tile is at the front of the queue, the Cholesky factor of the previously
predicted tile is cleared to save memory.
1.5

Hyperparameter Optimization
The main free parameters in the GPR are the characteristic length scale and

process noise in the square exponential kernel. These parameters are known as the
hyperparameters and will affect how closely the predictions follow the input data.
Since the input data for different vehicle configurations and survey parameters will
change, it is desirable to have a procedure to determine an appropriate choice of
σf and l based on the data.
The marginal likelihood, p(Y |X), provides a metric to quantify the quality of
a given hyperparameter selection. Usually represented as the log of the marginal
likelihood (LML), it is defined as [14]
1
M
1
logP (Y |X) = − Y | V −1 Y − log|V | − log(2π).
2
2
2

(14)

In practice V is represented as our Cholesky factor. So the LML can be reformulated as
1
1
M
logP (Y |X) = − Y | α − log|LL| | − log(2π),
2
2
2
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(15)

Add Data Subroutine:
while running do
Generate blocks from incoming data.sec. 1.4.1
if a block fills all n points then
add tiles to the back of the tile queue;
end
end
Compute GPR Subroutine:
while running do
if queue has tiles then
if working tile 6= tile queue.front() then
clear working tile’s Cholesky factor
end
end
set working tile = tile queue.front()
forall new block in working tile do
do online Cholesky update for new block sec. 1.4.3
end
use the updated Cholesky factor to make a prediction sec. 1.4.4
remove tile from queue
end
Main Process:
Define: Tiles size, block size, training regions size, Hyperparameters
(l,sigma)
begin Add Data Subroutine
begin Compute GPR Subroutine
Algorithm 1: Real-time process to compute a GPR from streaming data
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where α = V −1 Y = CholeskySolve(L, Y ). The term log|LL| |can be represented
as log(|L||L| |). Noting that the determinant of a triangular matrix is simply the
Q
product of the diagonal elements, |L| = |L| | = ni=0 Li,i , log(|L||L| |) can be
Q
2
M
simplified as log(( M
i=1 Li,i ) ) and finally 2log(Σi=1 Li,i ) . The LML can then be
written as
M
1
log(2π),
logp(Y |X) = − Y | α − log(ΣM
i=1 Li,i ) −
2
2

(16)

where the Cholesky solve for α can be done in parallel on a block matrix as
described in Appendix A. The sum ΣM
i=1 Li,i can be computed using an atomic add
along the diagonal of each L matrix block.
In order to optimize the LML using gradient descent, it is useful to know its
gradient explicitly. The gradient of the LML can be calculated as follows [14]
∂
1
∂V
log(Y |B) = tr(αα| − V −1
).
∂θ
2
∂θ
The partials

∂V
∂θ

(17)

can usually be determined analytically from the kernel function.

In the case of the exactly sparse square exponential, they are
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(18)
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sin 2πd
1
d
2πd
∂V
l
=
+
1−
cos
+2 ,
(19)
∂σ
2π
3
l
l
p
where, d = x21 + x22 . In our implementation of the Gaussian process regression, the covariance matrix V −1 is never directly computed or stored. Instead,
V −1 is computed by solving
V −1 = CholeskySolve(L, I),

(20)

and the gradient of the LML is then defined entirely in terms of L.
However, because of the need to compute V −1 directly from L, the memory
requirements of the LML partial computation are significantly larger than those of
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the regression since L−1 needs to be stored in addition to L. For larger datasets, this
can push the limits of modern GPUs. Fortunately, optimizing the hyperparameters
can be done periodically using a smaller subset of data. This is usually sufficient
for most survey applications where the vessel or vehicle configurations tend to
remain consistent over time.
1.6

Field work and data collection
The data shown in Figure 1 were collected as part of a shipboard survey of

the Papahānaumokuākea Marine National Monument in 2018. These data were
used to evaluate the GPR method relative to conventional gridding. In deep water
however, where the round trip travel time for each ping is several seconds, the
computational aspect of the method is not a limiting factor.
To test the real time mapping capabilities, a shallow water dataset was collected with the Pontoon of Science (POS) (fig 6) in January 2020 in St. Mary’s
Georgia. In this scenario, the sonar data rate is much higher and more analogous
to seafloor mapping with remotely operated and autonomous vehicles. The data
include RTK GPS position, RTK GPS heading, IMU orientation, acceleration and
angular rates, Doppler velocity log (DVL) odometry, sound speed and multibeam
data. The POS’s primary sensors are detailed in table 1.
These navigation data are fused using ROS and Robot Localization [22] to
estimate the sonar pose. Surface temperature and salinity measurements were
collected continuously to compute angular corrections to the multibeam data. Periodic CTD casts were collected to verify the water column was well mixed, and
that ray tracing was not required (figure 7. After the navigation solution is applied,
the multibeam data are converted to point clouds in a local fixed frame using the
Point Cloud Library (PCL) format. Per-ping point clouds are generated at ˜5-20hz
depending on water depth and have a maximum size of 256 points. These clouds
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Table 1: An overview of the sensor used for data collection. Precision and accuracy
numbers for the sonar, Microstrain, DVL and CTD are reported from the data
sheets. The Ublox self reports an estimated uncertainty that varies according to
the data.
Sensor
Wassp Multibeam Sonar

Data Frequency
256 points at 520hz
Ublox RTK (Position)
5hz
Ublox RTK (Heading)
5hz
Microstrain 3DM-GX5- 100hz
45
Nortek DVL
8hz
RBR Concerto CTD
1hz

Precision
10cm range resolution
2cm horizontal, 10cm vertical
0.3 deg
0.2 deg (roll/pitch), 0.06 deg/sec
(gyro)
0.05 m/s
0.5
m/s
(sound
speed),
0.01°(temp)

are then processed as described in Section 1.4.
The POS data can then be replayed using ROS to emulate the real time system
for development evaluation. Alternatively, the data can be processed at maximum
compute speed for quick repeatable testing for parameter experimentation and to
generate data products.
1.7 Results
1.7.1 GPR performance
We have re-structured the problem to make large GPRs computationally
tractable. The Cholesky factor is represented using Block Compressed Sparse
Row (BSR) and the problem space has been divided into multiple smaller GPRs
represented as tiles with training margins. Varying the block size and changing
the tile and training margin size have implications on performance.
Varying the size of the entire training region (prediction region + training
margin) has implications on both memory and compute speed. A large tile will have
a relatively small training margin, reducing the amount of redundant computation
(of overlapping training margin) when moving to adjacent tiles. However, large
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Figure 6: Schematic of the POS with her sensory capabilities labeled

Figure 7: A sample CTD cast from the survey area on the St. Mary’s river.
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tiles will encompass more points and will thus require more memory to store their
Cholesky factor and take more time to compute per-tile. In practice, a tile size is
selected that, on average over an entire survey, uses 25-50% of the GPUs memory.
This ensures that almost all tiles will fit into memory. If a tile will not fit in
memory, approximate methods of computation must be used. The approximate
method used for this project is the subset of data approximation [14] for it’s ease
of implementation and compatibility with the Cholesky decomposition method of
computing GPRs.
There is a trade-off between memory usage and compute time when using the
BSR format to compute the solution to a GPR. Larger data blocks allow the GPU
to perform more operations in parallel, thus reducing the overall compute time.
Increasing the block size will decrease compute time until the GPU saturates (runs
out of unused threads).
The BSR format represents a matrix by dividing it up into an array of dense
blocks. If a block is all zeros, it is not stored to save memory. If any non-zero
elements fall in a block, that entire block must be stored regardless of the number
of zeros it contains. Therefore, increasing the block size will increase the number
of zeros that must be stored in dense blocks and increase the overall memory
requirements.
To illustrate the effect of block size, an experiment was conducted on a short
section of a survey with single overlapping “Williamson turn.” This test has examples of overlapping and non overlapping data, and is representative of a larger
survey. For each iteration, the survey is divided spatially into the same tiles while
the incoming data points are organized into blocks and added to their respective
tiles as described in section 1.4.1.
Initially, as the block size increases, the compute times decrease drastically as
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Figure 8: A comparison of varying block size on compute performance. The horizontal axis represents the number of tiles that have been processed so far and the
vertical axis represents cumulative compute time. (computed using NVIDIA RTX
2080 TI and Intel Core i7-9700k at standard clock speeds)
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the GPU utilization increases. However, around block sizes of 400-800 points, the
GPU begins to saturate and only moderate gains are made. This trend is visible
in figure 8. At small block sizes, the computation is similar to the conventional
solution described in [13]. At a block size of 1, the solution is computationally
equivalent to the conventional GPR solution with a sparse matrix representation.
Figure 9 shows a comparison of memory usage vs block size. With our method,
memory use increases roughly linearly with block size and ranges from about
100MB to 1GB. (most current mid-high end GPUs have at least 8GB of memory.) In general, it is best to select the smallest possible block size that saturates
GPU compute. In this case, a block size of 400-800 is appropriate depending on
memory limitations.
Lower memory usage allows for larger tile sizes which will in turn allow for
less redundant computing in the training regions and therefore less overall compute
time. It is possible to further increase performance by enlarging tile sizes to fill
available memory.
The detailed memory usage can be seen by comparing the sparsity pattern of
the Cholesky factor. Figure 10 shows the sparsity pattern for the block sizes of
800 and 100. Each sparsity pattern is to scale and represents the same solution
(with some minor difference due to differences in the tiling). Although the size 800
case has fewer total blocks, the blocks are larger and not as densely packed. Block
size of 100 requires many more blocks but they are smaller and on average more
densely packed resulting in overall lower memory usage.
The pattern of the survey itself will affect the performance of the GPR computation. Tiles with few correlated blocks will have a relatively sparse Cholesky
factor. A single non-overlapping survey line in unexplored terrain will produce a
Cholesky factor that is only populated along diagonal and relatively sparse (see
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Figure 9: A comparison of memory usage vs block size while computing a single
tile of a GPR solution

Figure 10: A comparison of the sparsity pattern using block sizes of 800 and 100.
Green squares represent zero matrices and require no memory. Black-Red squares
represent dense matrices. The more red a square is, the fewer zero elements it has.
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figure 10). In areas with partially overlapping sonar swaths, off-diagonal elements
will appear in the Cholesky factor and require more compute time and memory. Crossing surveys lines, or areas with high block density, will have very dense
Cholesky factors requiring the largest compute time and GPU memory. In general,
our GPR solution will keep up with the data acquisition in most areas of a typical
survey comprised of parallel tracklines with partially overlapping data coverage.
The prediction portion of the algorithm will fall behind in areas of very high block
density, such as near crossing lines. In this situation tiles are being added to the
prediction queue faster than they can be processed. The solutions will however
catch back up to real time when returning to areas with average block density and
fewer affected tiles.
1.7.2

LML Analysis

For these experiments, the hyperparameters were determined by plotting the
LML vs length scale and process noise. The results can be seen in figure 12. A
8 × 8m subset of a larger dataset was selected to generate this plot to reduce
memory requirements and computation time. Although this method is not time
efficient, it allows us to study the likelihood trends.
Studying the plot, we find a peak near length scale of 12 m with a process noise
of 0.2. The large blue area in the top right of the plot represents an area where the
GPR did not converge because the covariance matrix K was not sufficiently positive
definite. Since our peak was surrounded by non convergent hyperparameter values
when we attempted to compute the GPR for regions, outside our training region
we risk non convergence. To combat this the process noise should be relaxed to
a value around 0.1. In practice, this will have little effect on our model but will
significantly increase the numerical stability.
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Figure 11: Some example Cholesky factors from the “Williamson Turn” survey
segment. Label A shows a tile from newly explored terrain resulting in a mostly
diagonal Cholesky factor. Label B demonstrates a tile with significant overlap with
previous data, resulting in additional off-diagonal elements in the Cholesky factor.
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Figure 12: A plot showing LML varying with the length scale and process noise
hyperparameters. This plot was generated from a small 8x8m subset of a survey.
This plot has a peak near length scale of 12 m with a process noise of 0.2.
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1.7.3

Multi Scale GPR

Stationary kernels such as the square exponential will have issues fitting data
with varying point density and characteristic length scales. Non-stationary kernels
can address this by allowing the length scale of the GPR to vary spatially over
the domain of the input data. However, non-stationary GPRs are expensive to
compute and difficult to implement. Because non-stationary kernels can predict
on long length scales, they require a large training margin (section 1.4.1) that
will significantly increases the amount of memory required when using our tiling
method.
In our initial formulation of the GPR, we assumed the mean function was
zero, but it is also possible to specify a mean function of our choice[14]. By using
a long length scale GPR as a mean function for a short length scale GPR, it is
possible to compute a multi-length scale solution. Importantly, each component
GPR can be computed independently, allowing us to use approximate methods on
the longer length scale GPR [23]. In our case, a simple decimation was applied to
the input data to help keep the total memory usage reasonable.
For our initial formulation of the GPR, we assumed that the mean of the GP
was zero. Now, we set the mean as a function m(ω), as
m(ω) ∼ GP(0, k(x, x0 )),
M̂ (ω) =k(ω, X)V −1 Y subsampled .

(21)
(22)

Here Y subsampled is a decimated training data set used to compute long length
scale features. Note the realization M (X) is predicted at the input points X and
M (X ∗ ) is predicted on the final output grid.
Now applying the mean function to the final solution,

y(x) ∼ GP(m(x), k(x, x0 )),
28

(23)

the multi resolution solution is then
Ŷ f ine∗ = k∗ V −1 Y f ine ,
Y f ine =(Y − M (X)),
Ŷ ∗ =M (X∗ ) + Ŷ f ine∗ .

(24)
(25)
(26)

Here, 24 represents the short length scale solution using the modified observations
Y f ine which are determined by removing the mean component. The complete
solution 26 then combines the fine scale prediction and the longer length scale
mean.
In practice, the solution 24 is computed using two block tilers (section 1.4.1)
with different training dimensions. A training dimension for m(ω) is first selected to accommodate the selected long length scale. Then, m(ω) is computed by
decimating the training data using the subset of data approximation [23]. Once
computed, M (X) is sampled at each of the training points X and the resulting
prediction is subtracted from Y to compute Y f ine . An appropriate training dimension for the shorter length scale is then selected and Y f ine is computed using
the block tiler method. Finally, the solution Ŷ ∗ is computed by simply adding the
mean back to the fine scale prediction M (X ∗ ) + Ŷ f ine∗ .
The multi-resolution GPR computation process can be seen visually in figure
13. Subtracting the long length scale prediction has the effect of “flattening” the
input data, only leaving fine scale features to predict at the smaller scale without
significantly increasing the computation cost. After the fine GPR is computed, its
predicted mean is added to that of the coarse GPR’s to create the final bathymetric
map.
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Figure 13: A graphical depiction of how the multi-scale GPR divides the solution
up into two sub GPR solutions. The coarse and fine solution are colord by solution
variance and the multi-res is colored by depth.
1.8

Conclusion
We have presented a novel way to compute a Gaussian process regression

(GPR) for arbitrarily large datasets using massively parallel GPU programming.
Since a GPR can predict model uncertainty (variance) over its domain, it has
an advantage over traditional gridding or spline-based techniques for information
driven path planning. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time a GPR
solver has been used to operate on a high resolution high rate bathymetric data in
real time.
Our solver is able to process large datasets by using a sparsification technique
(BSR) compatible with massively parallel processing. The memory requirements
are further reduced by only solving part of the solution at any given time. We also
present a way to perform a Cholesky decomposition and online Cholesky update
on the BSR matrices in an incremental way.
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Finally, we propose a method for extending our method to a multi-scale GPR
solution. This is done by breaking the problem into two or more GPR solutions at
different length scales. One solution is an approximate long length scale solution
solved on a decimated data set. That solution is then used as a mean function
for the short length scale solution. This allows us to generate a multi-length scale
GPR solution without significantly increasing the computation cost.
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1.9 Appendix A
Online Cholesky update
The online Cholesky update allows a GPR to be updated as new data become
available without a complete re-computation. Secondly, for the parallel implementation, it allows us to reduce the memory requirements needed to compute the
complete the Cholesky factorization and optimizes each step for computation in
parallel.
A lower triangular Cholesky factor L11 and a covariance matrix K11 , such that


K 11 K 12
|
K11 = L11 L11 , the covariance matrix will become
after new data are
K |12 K 22


S 11 0
added. From this we want to calculate the Cholesky factor matrix
.
S 21 S 22
Because L11 is lower triangular we can use substitution to solve for
S 11 = L11 ,
S |21 = L11 /K12 ,
S 22 = Chol(K 22 − S 21 S |21 ).
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(27)

Back Solving BSR Matrix
The BSR solution is organized as a triangular block matrix system


 

A11 A12 A13
X1
B1
 0 A22 A23   X 2  =  B 2  ,
0
0 A33
X3
B3
where Aij are n × n dense matrices and B i and X i are n × m matrices. This
system can be solved by
X 3 = B 3 /A33 ,
X 2 = [B 2 − A23 X 3 ]/A22 ,
X 1 = [B 1 − A12 X 2 − A13 X 3 ]/A11 ,
where x = B/A represents the solution to the linear system Ax = B.
The matrix multiplications needed to compute X 2 and X 1 can be done extremely quickly by using NVIDIA Tensor cores.
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2.1

Abstract
A Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) can be used as a stochastic method for

modeling underwater terrain using multibeam sonar data. A GPR model can improve the effective resolution of a terrain model over traditional gridding methods
and quantify uncertainty with an estimate of model variance over its entire domain.
However, GPR solutions are extremely computationally expensive and generally
reserved for post-processing applications. In our previous work, we showed that it
is possible to implement a GPR on a graphical processing unit (GPU) to process
real time multibeam data when assuming perfect navigation from a high precision
position, heading and attitude source. In underwater environments however, we
are denied the luxury of high precision position sensors and typically rely on dead
reckoning. In this paper we generate an accurate and self consistent maps in real
time using no external absolute position data and a GPR terrain model. The
Rao-Blackwellized Particle Filter provides a method to estimate possible vehicle
trajectories and the GPR is implemented to produce a terrain estimate for each
trajectory. By comparing the recent multibeam observations against the model for
each possible trajectory unlikely trajectories can be identified and removed. Our
GPU implementation of the GPR is able to process data in real time and generate
a navigation solution that is more accurate than simple dead reckoning.
2.2

Introduction
Undersea mapping is a common task in marine research for navigation, marine

geology and habitat classification. Recently, perceptual sensors have decreased
in cost and increased in resolution. Mapping, however, requires the fusion of
perceptive and navigation data. Therefore, the precision of the navigation solution
must match that of the perceptual sensor to maximize the accuracy of the final
map. Undersea positioning sensors such as ultra short baseline (USBL) and long
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base line (LBL) are not generally precise enough to match the precision of modern
sonar systems and also require additional equipment and effort to operate beyond
the vehicle itself. Dead reckoning using velocity and attitude sensors offers another
option for localization but will accumulate error over time [1]. This mismatch in
precision between the mapping sensor and navigation leads to registration errors
in the final map.
It is possible to enforce self consistency on a dead reckoning solution using
simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). SLAM methods seek to constrain
a dead reckoning trajectory by matching observations of discrete features (feature
based SLAM) or matching observations directly against a representation of the
terrain itself (featureless SLAM). In it’s prototypical 2D implementation for landbased applications, the SLAM problem consists of a vehicle with a forward looking
LIDAR sensor and an odometry sensor [2, 3]. In this manner, individual LIDAR
observations can be continuously compared with the world model and may provide a high degree of positional information. SLAM techniques for down-looking
multibeam survey data, commonly called push-broom data collection, pose unique
challenges. Push-broom surveys have little to no overlap between consecutive
sonar pings and a single sonar ping offers little constraining information relative
to a previously generated representation of the seafloor.
Roman [4] proposed a solution to the push-broom SLAM problem using
submaps generated from vehicle dead reckoning over a short time window. This
approach assumes that the errors in the accrued odometry are insignificant over
a short enough time window and that the submap can be considered internally
accurate. Submaps can then be compared to each other when they overlap to help
constrain the vehicle position. This method was shown to produce results that
are more accurate and self consistent than simple dead reckoning alone or with
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LBL-aided navigation. The original submap method in [4] was formulated using an extended Kalman filter (EKF) and had computational limitations for large
numbers of submaps. The concept has since been refined several times to utilize
more efficient factor graph frameworks [5, 6, 7, 8]. Submap SLAM has also been
adapted to joint optical and acoustic mapping [9, 10] and structured light optical
perception systems [11].
The initial formulation of submap SLAM used a simple gridder to model the
terrain and estimate the alignment between submaps with simple 2D correlation
followed by iterative closest point (ICP) matching. This two step process increases
robustness of the solution since ICP is prone to finding local minima on its own.
Improved registration techniques using probabilistic sampling, variants of pointto-plane and various error metrics [12, 13, 11] have also been used to improve
robustness for bathymetric data.
Barkby et al [14] proposed a method which uses a Rao-Blackwellized particle
filter [15] to model the uncertainty in the vehicle state known as bathymetric
distributed particle SLAM (BPSLAM). In this formulation, each particle preserves
it’s trajectory history and associated sonar returns to produce a particle specific
representation of the map. These maps are represented as an x,y grid of the
average and standard deviation of the z value. Finally, a particle’s most recent
observations are compared with its own gridded models to calculate a likelihood.
Particles with the highest likelihood have the highest probability of producing
child particles during the resampling step. This method was successfully adapted
by Massot-Campos [16] to structured light optical systems using a similar gridding
structure.
Barkby also used a Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) as the underlying
terrain model [17]. Unlike gridded methods, a GPR represents the terrain as a
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continuous function. GPRs are robust to gaps in the data and can better handle
varying data density. They are also able to quantify model uncertainty over the
entire prediction domain. Much like the gridded model, a GPR can be used to
estimate the likelihood of a particle’s trajectory map. The GPR method, however,
improved the likelihood estimation because of the model uncertainty estimate.
The major drawback of using a GPR is the significantly increased compute time,
making this method less desirable or unusable for online mapping applications.
GPR has seen uses in other applications of SLAM and, more generally, terrain
aided navigation (TAN). Hitchcox [18] uses a long length scale GPR on gridded
sonar data to model the low frequency signal in a high pass filter. Point matching
similar to ICP is then performed only on the high frequency signal, increasing
the likelihood of matching the fine scale details in the seabed shape. Peng [19]
conducted simulations that show GPR to be a more effective terrain model than
gridding for TAN using multibeam sonar. Ma [20] uses an approximate (sparse
pseudo-input Gaussian process) GPR model as a terrain model in a graph-based
submap SLAM implementation.
In this paper, we present Graphics Processing unit/Gaussian Process - Bathymetric distributed Particle SLAM (GP-BPSLAM) which uses the BPSLAM framework with an efficient GPR implementation of the terrain model. In our previous
work we developed a massively parallel graphics processing unit (GPU) implementation of GPR for use in real time applications [21]. This method was shown to
compute GPRs several orders of magnitude faster than conventional methods thus
making GPR viable for real time applications on large datasets. Additionally, our
GPR computation supports efficient, recursive, online updates of its terrain model.
Although our GPR implementation is a viable terrain model for submap
SLAM [20], it was decided to focus on BPSLAM for this study. BPSLAM has
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several advantages over submap SLAM. Particle filter methods like BPSLAM are
able to maintain multiple hypotheses. This makes particle filter SLAM more robust to false hypotheses that can cause optimization based methods like submap
SLAM to diverge after incorrect submap registrations. BPSLAM can also be run
in real time to aid vehicle navigation. Additionally, submap SLAM is not able to
rectify errors in the submaps themselves. In practice though, this is a minor issue
when using high quality navigation sensor since the submap size can be reduced
until it contains no meaningful errors.
GPRs were shown to be effective in BPSLAM (for post processing) in [14]. Additionally, because they are able to support multiple hypotheses, Rao-Blackwellized
particle filter SLAM algorithms like BPSLAM are more robust to odometry errors.
This further increases the utility of BPSLAM for real time applications. The hierarchical nature of the BPSLAM particle/trajectory model is also well suited to
our recursive GPR model.
BPSLAM’s major drawback over submap SLAM is the lack of particle diversity. The navigation solution can only be as good as its best particle trajectory.
In its current form, BPSLAM has no way to optimize past trajectories. In theory,
a submap SLAM solution can produce a more precise navigation solution.
In the remaining sections of this paper we detail the implementation of GPBPSLAM. Section 2.3 provides an overview the GPR solution and SLAM formulation. In section 31 we describe enhancing the GPU compute performance by
utilizing a parallel GPR implementation and present a recursive method of computing a GPR conducive to the forking nature of particle filters to further improve
compute performance. We also show how of particle trajectories and trajectory
maps can also be parallelized to further enhance performance. Section 2.5 presents
our testing setup and the details of a trial survey. Sections 2.6 and 2.7 follow with
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a summary discussion of the results and conclusions for future considerations.
2.3

GP-BPSLAM overview
Graphics Processing unit/Gaussian Process - Bathymetric distributed Parti-

cle SLAM is an extension of BPSLAM [14] that re-frames the problem in a way
conducive to massively parallel computation on a GPU. We assume that the vehicle’s depth, velocity and attitude states can be tracked by a single shared EKF
that is common to all particles. In practice, this EKF’s raw odometry solution
can be computed by an external process and is largely independent of the particle structure [22]. Once the raw odometry is available, the variance of x and
y velocities is randomly sampled from the EKF’s variance estimate to produce a
plausible velocity error vector for each particle. A new odometry solution is generated for the lifespan of the particle by integrating the raw odometry velocities and
adding the sampled velocity error vector. This complete 6 DOF odometry solution
(x,y,z,roll,pitch,yaw) is stored as that particle’s navigation hypothesis.
Using each particle’s navigation hypothesis the sonar returns can be placed
into hypothetical particle specific maps (Figure 14). Each hypothetical map will
include current and prior data potentially inherited from parent particle trajectories. A GPR is then used to quantify the likelihood of each particle’s map (Section
2.3.1).
Particles have a probability of being resampled proportional to their normalized map likelihood (Section 2.3.2). The particle trajectory and likelihood computation is then repeated for all child particles. This has the effect of producing
branching particle trajectories with associated maps stemming from the location
where the filter was initialized. This structure is known as a ”trajectory map” and
is detailed in Figure 15.
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Figure 14: A schematic of how a single trajectory is associated with raw sonar
returns to produce a trajectory map.
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Figure 15: A graphical representation of the branching trajectory map structure.
Notice how one set of multibeam data can generate many map permutations according to particle trajectories.
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Figure 16: A visual comparison of square exponential kernel and the exactly sparse
approximation. Note that a length scale of 4 is approximately equal to a length
scale of 1 on the square exponential.
2.3.1

GPR Model

Gaussian process regression is a stochastic method of modeling spatial processes as a continuous function. This function estimates both the height and
variance of the model over the prediction domain. In our application, GPR can
be used to compute the likelihood that a particle’s recent observations match a
terrain model built along its prior trajectory. Specifically, we want to predict a
realization of our mean function, Y ∗ , at location X ∗ and compare that prediction
to newly collected data. We assume we have a training data set of M three diM
mensional input points X = {xi , yi }M
i=1 and output points Y = {zi }i=1 that have

been previously collected by the vehicle.
In order to make predictions, Y∗ , based on training data we formulate the
Gaussian process as described in [23] where


Y
Y∗



 

V
K |∗
∼ N 0,
,
K ∗ K ∗∗

V = k(X, X) + W ,
K ∗ = k(X ∗ , X),
K ∗∗ = k(X ∗ , X ∗ ).
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(28)

Here, the function k(xi , xj ) is known as the kernel of the GPR. In this paper
the kernel is represented using the exactly sparse approximation of the square
exponential presented in [24] (Figure 16). This is expressed as

d


σf2 [( 2+cos(2π l ) (1 − d ) + 1 sin(2π d ))] d < l
3
l
2π
l
k(xi , xj ) ≡


0
d ≥ l,

(29)

where d is the distance between any two points xi and xj in the domain.
This approximation assumes that there is no correlation between points greater
than distance d apart thus making it ideal for a sparse matrix representation.
The characteristic length l and process noise σf are free hyperparameters that
are set according to the variability and relevant length scale for the underlying
function being modeled. The choice of these parameters will dictate how tightly
the model attempts to follow the data. The marginal likelihood, p(Y |X), provides
a metric to quantify a given hyperparameter selection. There are several methods
to optimize the hyperparameters for particular input data [23]. The details of our
hyperparameter selection method are described in [21].
The complete input covariance, V is the sum of the kernel covariance of
the input points, K(X, X), and the sensor noise, represented with the term
2
). The covariance term K ∗ is the covariance matrix between
W = diag(σ12 ...σM

the prediction locations and the training data. K ∗∗ is the covariance between
the prediction points with themselves. Finally, we can calculate the conditional
distribution with mean Ŷ∗ and covariance Σ∗ of a set of predictions based on the
training data set pairs X and Y as
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Y ∗ |X, Y , X ∗ ∼ N (Ŷ ∗ , Σ∗ ),

(30)

Ŷ ∗ = K ∗ V −1 Y ,

(31)

Σ∗ = K ∗∗ − K ∗ V −1 K |∗ .

(32)

For this project, it is important to note that our parallel computation of the
GPR represents the V matrix using a lower triangular Cholesky factor as V = LL|
to optimize the necessary matrix inversion.
Once a GPR is computed for a given particle’s trajectory, a particle weight
must be computed. With a GPR formulation, it is relatively easy to compute the
probability that an observation matches the estimate, zest − zobs = 0. Since zest
and zobs are both modeled as Gaussian the likelihood can be computed as
(µ

pointLikelihood = p(zest − zobs

2.3.2

−µ

)2

exp − 21 σz2est +σz2obs
zest
zobs
.
= 0) = q
2π(σz2est + σz2obs )

(33)

Weighting and Re sampling

To compute the particle weight from the set of point likelihoods, Barkby
suggests using a subset of data points overlapping past swaths and computing the
joint likelihood (product of likelihoods) as the particle weight. However, when
using the joint likelihood extra care must be taken to remove outliers from the
testing points. A single outlying point with a likelihood near zero can cause the
joint likelihood for the entire set to be essentially zero. Therefore, in this methods
we use the mean of the point likelihoods to weigh particles. Since the GPR is
a continuous function with known uncertainty it is also possible to eliminate the
overlapping qualifier. Figure 17 demonstrates that including outlying points in
likelihood computation is not detrimental to the computation.
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Figure 17: Illustration of the likelihood calculation comparing a set of new observations to an existing model. (a) The likelihood, calculated as function of shifting
the observations relative to the model, showing a peak around zero offset. (b) The
sample points shown matching the model best with no offset applied.
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Using this method a set of observations that has little to no overlap with
previously collected data will approach a reasonably stable non zero weight value;
we call this the background weight. This background weight can be thought of as
having no information to judge observations one way or the other. Observations
with good alignment will have a greater than the background weight. Those with
poor alignment will have less than the background weight.
The weight for each particle is normalized from zero to one where the least
likely particle has a weight of zero and the most likely a weight of one. The
weight is used as the probability that a particle will be resampled. In this way, the
particles with the highest probability of self-constancy have the highest probability
of surviving the resampling step and spawning new particles. To save computation
power this resampling is only performed when some particle observations overlap
a preceding trajectory map.
2.4

Implementation, Optimization and Parallelization
Particle filters in general are conducive to parallelization because of the inde-

pendent nature of each leaf particle. To exploit this structure, a framework can be
developed to balance tasks best suited for CPU and GPU parallelization. Through
the development process, it became clear that the computation time of the GPR
map processing was going to be the limiting factor. It was therefore decided to
keep all particle filter specific tasks on the CPU to allow the GPU to focus on the
GPR computation.
Figure 18 shows a high level overview of the GP-BPSLAM algorithm. Figure
19 shows the core data structure of GP-BPSLAM particles. Each step of the
algorithm and the relevant data structures are explained in this section.
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Start

Read parameters

S = steps between resample
L = particle lifespan

Reset i = 0

C = number of children P_min = minimum particles
P_max = Block Size
N = block size

Import data

Import data for L time
Odometry
Multibeam
Divide multibeam data into blocks of N returns
Add data references to all particles in the leaf set

Worker Queue

Create P EKF Workers
P=num leaf particles
Process with T threads
T=Num CPU threads

EKF Worker 1

Sample error from ekf uncertainty
Re run odometry with error for L time
Add result to TFChain Buﬀer

EKF Worker P
Queue Multiprocessor
w/ T threads

Worker Queue

Create P Projection Workers
Process with T threads
Syncronize T threads

Projection Worker 1

TFChainBuﬀer projects blocks
into world frame

For each particle in
the leaf queue

Create a single child particle

Projection Worker P
Queue Multiprocessor
w/ T threads

if i >= S

if i < S

Recursive GPR Worker

Compute GPR model of transformed input blocks
Estimate likelihood of each particles trajectory map
Store likelihood and prediciton in particle data

GPU

Resampling

Remove particles with the lowest liklihood (leaving at least P_min)
if(size of leaf queue < P_max)
Remaining particle produce C children
Add children to the leaf particle set

Figure 18: A high level flowchart of the GP-BPSLAM algorithm describing the
loop that occurs for each leaf particle set’s lifespan.
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Particle Data
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Input Blocks:

Figure 19: A diagram showing the basic structure of our particle tree. Each
particle has a reference to a parent particle and a set of pointers to it’s children.
Each Particle has associated data which include iterator references to the input
odometry and block arrays of sonar data. All other particle data is stored by the
particle itself.
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2.4.1

Particle Tree Structure

Particles are represented as C++ objects. Particles are a templated container
allowing the user to separate node and tree functionality from the stored data.
Each particle stores a pointer to a parent particle, pointers to each child particle,
a unique ID and a generic type particle data.
The particle object has member functions to
• add child particles,
• iterate through child particles,
• get a pointer to it’s parent particle,
• check if the particle is the root particle,
• check if the particle is a leaf particle,
• remove the particle from a tree.
Using these functions, it is possible to form and maintain a tree representing
forking particle trajectories. When a leaf particle is removed because of low likelihood, all parent particles with no remaining children are deleted recursively to
save memory.
GP-BPSLAM defines a particle trajectory data structure used by each particle
that contains “map” and “nav” data, and provides member functions to compare
itself with other particles. Nav data represents information pertaining to the trajectory hypothesis for that particle. It includes the trajectory start time, end time,
a reference to the relevant input odometry and the hypothetical trajectory generated from integrating velocity data and added noise. Since the input odometry
is not unique to any one particle, only iterators to the beginning and end of the
associated odometry are stored to save memory. Map data contains iterators to
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the front and back of the relevant blocked sonar data. It also stores the results
of the particle’s associated GPR if computed. Optionally, a pointcloud of all of
the associated projected points for a particle can be generated to visually see the
hypothetical map of a particle. A graphical representation of the entire particle
tree is available in Figure 19.
2.4.2

TF Chain Buffer

The ROS TF library [25] was used to perform all point cloud coordinate transformations. In it’s original form, the TF library is not able to handle the forking
trajectory nature of our particle filter. Therefore, an TFChainBuffer extension was
made to store data for a particle’s lifespan and reference its parent particle. Using
this method, no TF buffer data are repeated for the entire particle tree. Finally,
all necessary members of the ROS TF buffer are overridden so the standard ROS
TF interface is preserved for compatibility.
2.4.3

Data Import and Initial Processing

When new sonar data become available, it must be divided up into “blocks”
of equal size n [21]. To maximize compression in the Cholesky factor, the blocks
should consist of tightly packed (in x,y) input points. At this step, the points
are not transformed to a global frame, as in our previous work. Instead, they are
contained in a SensorFrameBlock data structure. SensorFrameBlocks may contain
several smaller point clouds with different time stamps. A particle trajectory can
then be applied as necessary to create a cumulative point cloud in the common
map reference frame using the TF ChainBuffer.
2.4.4

Asynchronous Workers

To maximize asynchronicity and maximize CPU utilization, a task handling
system was developed. It consists of an abstract worker object and a worker
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queue. This abstract worker is inherited by child workers designed to complete a
simple task and store all of the required input and output data. The workers can
then be added to a thread-safe worker queue where the next unprocessed worker
is claimed by a compute thread and processed. Additionally, every worker has
a queue command. The default command is “run” which simply processes the
worker. It also possible to issue a “wait” command which instructs the T threads
processing the queue to wait for other threads to complete. A “sync” command
synchronises and stops all threads.
EKF Worker
The first type of worker for the particle filter is the EKF worker. This worker is
responsible for adding noise to the selected states (usually x and y) and computing
a hypothetical trajectory for the set particle lifespan. The worker looks at the
odometry at the beginning of the particle’s lifespan, randomly samples a velocity
error using the EKF’s uncertainty estimate and integrates the velocity + noise to
compute the position for the particles life.
Because all particles share a single EKF, odometry is generated by another
process. ROS allows GP-BPSLAM to acquire input odometry from an external
process. For the purposes of this paper, the ROS Robot Localization package [22]
was used to generate the odometry data. For each iteration of the GP-BPSLAM
filter P EKF workers will be created where P is the number of leaf particles.
Projection Worker
Once the EKF workers complete, the leaf particles are handed to the projection
workers. These workers use the TF chain buffer to project all the raw sonar sensor
frame blocks to the global frame based on the particle’s hypothetical trajectory.
Once in the map frame blocks can be transferred to the GPU for processing by
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Figure 20: A graphical depiction of the recursive Cholesky factor representing the
diverging trajectory maps. Labels A-C represent time steps. A: The initial block
Cholesky factor is computed as in [21]. B: The initial Cholesky factor is updated
by adding several more blocks for this time step. The blocks in the red square are
represented as pointers to those blocks created in step A. C: At this time two new
particles have been created, creating additional branching trajectories. The two
new Cholesky factors reference the blocks created in previous steps.
a GPR worker. This process needs to be completed for each leaf particle so P
projection workers are added to the worker queue.
GPR Worker
A GPR worker is responsible for managing the GPR compute process on the
system GPU (or GPUs). The blocks associated with a worker’s particle are added
to the GPR [21], recursively updating the GPR’s Cholesky factor using specified
(fixed) hyperparameters. Next, the worker computes the likelihood of each of the
leaf particle’s sonar returns, as described in Section 2.3.2.
P GPR workers are added to a special GPU WorkerQueue. The GPU queue
is processed by G threads where G is the number of GPUs on the system (usually
one). Each thread manages the computation on its respective GPU by preforming
memory transfers and starting execution.
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Recursive GPR Worker
The recursive GPR worker is an extension of the GPR worker that leverages
the block nature of our Cholesky factor which is represented using block compressed
sparse row (BSR) format [26]. BSR format represents a matrix as a sparse matrix
of dense matrices known as the super-matrix and sub-matrices respectively. This
format allows the Cholesky factor to be efficiently processed using a GPU while
preserving much of the compression of a purely sparse matrix. This BSR formulation is conducive to a recursive Cholesky update as new data become available
([21]).
Each dense matrix is stored in heap memory and referenced by a shared pointer
stored by the super-matrix. This allows a super Cholesky matrix to be copied without copying it’s composite sub-matrices. In this way a super-matrix can reference
shared data with another super-matrix. The structure of either super-matrix can
be modified or cells added without affecting the other. A sub-matrix will be deleted
only when all references to that sub-matrix are deleted. We call this structure a
“recursive Cholesky factor”. A visualization can be seen in figure 20.
Each recursive worker begins with the root particle. A Cholesky factor is
created for this initial particle trajectory. When that particle spawns new children
the Cholesky factor super-matrix is copied to that trajectory. Because the Cholesky
factor is represented using BSR format, only the references to the data blocks are
copied. In this way, none of the component sub-matrices are copied.
The recursive GPR worker will work its way up the particle tree, adding
training points to the Cholesky factor, until it reaches a leaf particle. At this point
the Cholesky factor is used to make a likelihood prediction as in Section 2.3.1. At
this point, that Cholesky factor is deleted and the next branch is followed to the
next leaf particle in the same way. This branch computation can save significant
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First L computation

2/3 of L already computed

1/3 of L already computed

L Completely Recomputed

Figure 21: A comic strip of the recursive Cholesky Factor tree exploration algorithm. Squares shown in red represent components of the Cholesky factor that
must be computed. Blue squares represent Cholesky components that can be reused. Green squares show previously computed Cholesky components that have
been cleared from memory.
computation time by re-using previously computed Cholesky factor components
that were forked from the last computation (Figure 21). In practice, most of the
branching in the recursive Cholesky factor occurs near the leafs of the tree, further
increasing the performance boost provided by using the recursive Cholesky factor.
Using this tree exploration method the recursive GPR worker will never use more
memory than a single non-recursive GPR worker.
2.4.5

Resampling

Before resampling, the average likelihood computed by the GPR worker is
normalized and used as the particle weight. This weight determines the probability
that a particle will be resampled. Particles that are resampled are allowed to
produce child particles and maintain their trajectories as new parents. Particles
that are not resampled are deleted from the particle tree. All parent particles with
no remaining children are also deleted.
2.5

Data Collection and Results
To generate a testing data set a surface vehicle, the Pontoon of Science (POS)

(Figure 22), was developed. This platform was designed with AUV navigation
sensors and two multibeam sonars. In this way, the POS can be used as an easily
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Table 2: An overview of the sensors used for data collection. Precision and accuracy
numbers for the sonar, Microstrain, DVL and CTD are reported from the data
sheets. The Ublox self reports an estimated uncertainty that varies according to
the data.
Sensor
Wassp Multibeam Sonar

Data rate
256 points at 520hz
Ublox RTK (Position)
5hz
Ublox RTK (Heading)
5hz
Microstrain 3DM-GX5- 100hz
45
Nortek DVL
8hz
RBR Concerto CTD
1hz

Precision
10cm range resolution
2cm horizontal, 10cm vertical
0.3 deg
0.2 deg (roll/pitch), 0.06 deg/sec
(gyro)
0.05 m/s
0.5 m/s (sound speed), 0.01deg

deployable analog to an AUV mapping platform and provide a ground truth navigation solution and map. The POS’s primary sensors are detailed in Table 2. The
RTK GPS position and heading provide high quality groundtruth and accurate
non-magentic heading comparable or better than most non-fiberoptic gyros. The
DVL and IMU are similar to sensors on a standard mid-grade AUV.
GPS data are fused using ROS and Robot Localization [22] to estimate the
sonar pose and provide a ground truth for the SLAM-estimated trajectories. Surface temperature and salinity measurements were collected continuously to compute angular corrections to the multibeam data. Periodic CTD casts were collected
to verify the water column was well mixed and that ray tracing was not required.
Using the navigation solution, multibeam data are converted to point clouds in a
local fixed frame to generate a ground truth map.
For this dataset, the multibeam uncertainty was not reported directly from
the sensor. Therefore, an estimate was pre-determined by computing the vertical
standard deviation of points collected on a flat plane. Using this method, the
uncertainty was found to be approximately 10cm. A more principled method was
proposed in [14] using a GPR to fit multibeam data in range-angle space before
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Table 3: A summary of the available parameters in the GP-BPSLAM filter and
the values used for testing
Parameter
Particle Lifespan
Steps Between
Resample
Min Model Particle Age
Number of Children
Max particles

Min particles

Value
Used
4s
6
120s
2
32

8

Block Size
800
GPR
Length 4m
Scale
GPR
Process 0.1
noise

Description
Integration time of each particles odometry trajectory (Fig:18)
How many particle lifespans between resampling
steps (Fig:18)
How old a particle map must be before it can be
used in a loop closure (Fig:18)
How many children a particle can produce if resampled (Fig:18)
If the number of particles in the leaf queue is less
than this “Number of children” particles will be
created for each particle in the queue (Fig:18)
The fewest particles that can exist after removing
the least likely particles just before resampling
(Fig:18)
The number sonar points per block (Sec:2.3.1)
The GPR length scale hyperparameter (Sec:2.3.1)
The GPR
(Sec:2.3.1)

process

noise

hyperparameter

Figure 22: Schematic of R/V POS with components labelled.
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(a) Particle metrics over time with key time (b) Particle trajectories and ground truth
steps labeled
trajectory with key time steps labeled

Figure 23: A set of graphs showing the state of the GP-BPSLAM filter over time.
A: The first resampling step. B: Continuous loop closures begin as vehicle doubles
back along its prior path. C: Loop closures performed at the beginning of the
trajectory. D: Reaching steady state to continue surveying.
transforming it to Cartesian coordinates. Although this could be used, this method
was not implemented to avoid the additional computational load.
In January 2020 several data-sets were collected in St Mary’s Georgia. By
stepping through a few critical timestamps from the start of a survey until the
first loop closure we can better illustrate the main aspects of the GP-BPSLAM
implementation. Figure 23 shows several key time points with the filter set to run
with the parameters detailed in Table 3. The POS was travelling at approximately
five knots with the multibeam sonar pinging at 15-20 Hz (depending on water
depth) collecting 256 range returns per ping.
Start - A: At the start, the filter is accumulating data and has not yet
been able to preform a loop closure or resampling step up to time A. The number
of particles doubles every time resampling is attempted because no particles are
removed and each particle spawns two children. Eventually, the number of particles
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reaches the user-set limit (32) and particles are no longer allowed to spawn more
than one child. The blocks associated with the worker’s particle are added to the
GPR recursively [21]. To avoid premature loop closures, the map data must be
older than a user defined age (120s) to be considered. At time A, sufficiently old
data is encountered and the first sampling step can be completed. This results in
a drop in particle count and a small drop in particle cloud variance.
A-B: The filter is exploring new terrain during this period and relying entirely
on odometry. The average error of the particle cloud relative to the true GPS
track grows steadily due to sensor biases, likely in the DVL or heading offset. The
velocity noise added by our filter causes the size of the particle cloud to grow. Over
this period, the error remains within one standard deviation of the true position.
This tells us that the filter is adding enough noise to the particle cloud to properly
represent the error in the navigation solution.
B-C: At time B, the filter has enough overlap to perform a loop-closure and
resampling with the prior coverage. Over this entire period the variance of the
particle cloud decreases along with the absolute error. Many outlying particles
and trajectories are removed during successive resampling steps.
The blocks associated with the worker’s particle are added to the GPR recursively and this time period is insightful for filter performance. We can see that the
first resampling takes significant time relative to the rest of this period with each
successive resampling taking less time. There are two reasons for this. Firstly,
simply dropping the number of particles means there are fewer leaf particle trajectories to compute. After the first drop, however, the particle cloud remains
relatively constant. At that point, performance improvements are largely due to
the recursive GPR worker. As time progresses, more parent trajectories are removed meaning that leaf particles will have more similar Cholesky factors and less
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will need to be recomputed. In other words, the initial particle weight computation
is dominated by Cholesky factor computation and later the computation becomes
dominated by likelihood estimation.
C-D: During this time period, the filter begins to reach steady state. We
can see that the slope of the cumulative compute time graph roughly matches the
rate sonar pings are being acquired. The variance of the particle cloud remains
constrained. The magnitude of the error does vary over time but stays within 1-2
standard deviations of the ground truth solution.
D and beyond:

Figure 24 shows the same set of graphs for the entire

duration of the survey. The magnitude of the error remains bounded below 4m for
the entire run. The variance of the pointcloud stays around ±1m for the duration
of the test. The compute time stays below the sonar acquisition time for the entire
survey, demonstrating that in this configuration the filter is able to run in real
time. Finally, the maximum GPU memory The final map can be seen in Figure
25.
Testing shows that our GP-BPSLAM implementation produced more self consistent maps than dead reckoning. Figure 26 shows the vertical standard deviation
of our map calculated using a 30 cm grid. Over almost all of the survey GPBPSLAM produces a map that has lower standard deviation per cell than simple
dead reckoning and slightly higher than the ground truth. Figure 27 shows a position error plot for a simple dead reckoning solution. When compared with the
GP-BPSLAM the dead reckoning error is consistently higher.
2.6

Discussion
Although our implementation of BPLSAM was able to run in real time, it still

requires significant computing power. For these experiments, a NVIDIA 2080ti was
used. This type of device is not currently likely to be found on an AUV, but the
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Figure 24: A set of graphs showing the state of the GP-BPSLAM filter for the
entire run time.
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Figure 25: A finished map produced by the GP-BPSLAM filter.
capabilities of embedded GPUs are increasing at a rapid rate. However, ROVs are
often used in mapping work and still have a need for online navigation. A system
with ample GPU power is realistic for an ROV topside system.
When discussing GPU GP-BPSLAM for AUVs, there are a few factors to
consider. Although less powerful than desktop systems, embedded systems such as
the NVIDIA Jetson NX Xavier, are developing and have significantly lower power
consumption and heat generation than desktop systems making them viable on
AUVs. On many AUVs, data is collected at a lower ping rate. For example, the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution Sentry AUV collects multibeam data at 5
hz as opposed to the 15-20 hz on the POS. This significantly lower data rate makes
embedded systems much more viable.
To further reduce compute times, several principled methods for approximated
GPRs are available [23]. These methods could be applied as necessary to main-
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Figure 26: A comparison of the variation of measurements per cell between the
ground truth, the GP-BPSLAM filter and dead reckoning.

Figure 27: A plot comparing the position error of the particle cloud and the most
likely particle trajectory over time.
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tain real time performance on a wide range of hardware. Areas of very high point
density are often the cause of sharp increases in compute times. This high point
density typically occurs when the vehicle stops, makes a tight turn or repeatedly
crosses a previous path. In these cases, the seafloor is over-sampled and it is possible to use approximate GPR computation in areas of high point density without
significant loss of model quality. The sparse Pseudo-input approximation [27] is
compatible with the Cholesky decomposition method presented here and could
place an upper bound on compute times.
Additional optimizations could also be made to our existing code that would
increase GPU utilization and further increase performance when resampling. Since
the Cholesky computation is shared between many leaf nodes in our recursive
Cholesky factor, optimizations made to the prediction step of the GPR would be
particularly helpful.
It may also be possible to improve performance of the filter itself. Particle
count has a significant impact on the accuracy and reproducablilty of the navigation solution. In it’s current form, GP-BPSLAM’s most expensive step is the
GPR computation. This expensive computation requires a lower particle count to
achieve real time operation. It may be possible to allow each leaf particle to optimize it’s position (and associated trajectory) slightly based on the GPR model.
In this way, it may be possible to achieve better self consistency in the final map
without increasing the particle count or significantly increasing computation time.
This extension could hybridize the robustness of the Rao-Blackwellized particle
filter and the optimally of submap SLAM.
2.7

Conclusion
In this paper we presented an implementation of particle filter bathymetry

method using a GPU accelerated GPR solver. We showed that is now possible
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to compute the BPSLAM navigation solutions in real time using GPR trajectory
maps. Our approached relies on efficient data management and formulating the
GPR computations using a sparse approximation with a recursive Cholesky factor.
Using RTK GPS ground truth on a surface vessel, we were able to show that our
solution performed better than dead reckoning and had bounded position error.
Additionally, our method was able to produce more self-consistent maps than
simple dead reckoning.
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3.1

Abstract
In recent years, sonar systems for surface and underwater vehicles have in-

creased in resolution and become significantly less expensive. As such, these systems are viable at a wide range of price points and are appropriate for a broad
set of applications on surface and underwater vehicles. However, to take full advantage of these high resolution sensors for seafloor mapping tasks an adequate
navigation solution is also required. In GPS denied environments this usually necessitates a simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) technique to maintain
good accuracy with minimal error accumulation. Acoustic positioning systems
like ultra short baseline (USBL) and long baseline (LBL) are sometimes deployed
to provide additional bounds on the navigation solution but the positional uncertainty of these systems is often much greater than the resolution of modern
multibeam or interferometric side scan sonars. As such, sub-surface vehicles often
lack the means to adequately ground truth navigation solutions and the resulting
bathymetic maps. In this paper we present a dataset with four separate surveys
designed to test bathymetric SLAM algorithms using two modern sonars, typical
underwater vehicle navigation sensors, and high precision (2cm horizontal, 10cm
vertical) RTK GPS ground truth. Additionally, these data can be used to refine and improve other aspects of multibeam sonar mapping such as ray-tracing,
gridding techniques and time-varying attitude corrections.
3.2

Introduction
In recent years, multibeam sonars have greatly improved in resolution while

also becoming available at price points suitable for low-cost surface and underwater vehicles. This has lead to their expanded use [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] and a need for
accompanying navigation instrumentation and processing solutions. Sensor-aided
navigation methods such as simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) have
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the ability to improve mapping data products and compensate for many of the
shortcomings of inexpensive navigation sensors [6]. In many cases however, it is
difficult to truly evaluate the performance of a system or method against a known
ground truth. This is particularly true for sub-surface vehicles, where even when
acoustic positioning systems like USBL or LBL are deployed to provide additional
positional information their uncertainty is much greater than the centimeter level
resolution of modern multibeam or interferometric side scan sonars.
In this paper, we present a dataset with multiple surveys collected using a
surface vehicle equipped with two multibeam sonars and a suite of navigational
sensors common to many autonomous and remotely operated vehicles. These surveys are able to fully simulate an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) with state
of the art sensors while also providing GPS-based ground truth with a precision not
easily obtained underwater. These data can be used for testing SLAM algorithms,
terrain modelling methods and general multibeam sonar processing. The sonar
data are provided as sets of ranges and angles per ping. Each survey also includes
sound speed data from CTD (conductivity, temperature and depth) casts that will
be useful for those incorporating ray tracing into the sonar processing. We include
a survey from a stratified inland lake using a wide swath multibeam sonar where
there is significant ray bending. In contrast, several surveys are in well-mixed estuarine areas and do not require ray corrections. Several surveys have a combination
of large and small scale seabed features ideal for testing terrain models and SLAM
methods over a range of bottom types. The dataset is available for download from
the Seaward Science server at https://www.Seaward.Science/data/pos.
3.3

System Description
The data were collected with the Pontoon of Science (POS) surface vessel

(Figure 28). The sensors on the POS include an attitude and heading reference
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Figure 28: Schematic of R/V POS with her sensory capabilities labeled. The
sonars and navigation sensors are fixed to a rigid 80/20 frame mounted to the
front of the vessel The RTK base station is positioned on land near the operating
area.
system (AHRS) [7], Doppler velocity log (DVL) [8], multibeam sonars [9] [10], and
conductivity/temperature/depth (CTD) sensors [11] (Table 4). Additionally, the
POS has dual RTK GPS systems to measure global position and provide instantaneous non-magnetic heading measurements to within 0.3 degrees, or better than
0.05 degrees when combined with the MEMS gyros. This accuracy approaches
modern fiber-optic gyros [12] and can be used as an inexpensive stand-in. The
IMU magnetometer fused heading (specified ±1.5◦ , real-world typically ±5◦ ) can
be used to mimic less expensive heading sources. The high precision GPS heading
can be used to verify the magnetic compass calibration, or calibrate to greater
accuracy than magnetic methods alone. This GPS system provides ground truth
navigation solutions comparable to the precision of the multibeam sonar itself.
The timing for the navigation and sonar sensors is synchronized to better than 100
microseconds using a combination of GPS, PPS, and NTP. This was verified using
patch testing and known fixed targets.
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Sensor
Wassp Multibeam Sonar

Data Frequency
Precision
256 points at 5-20hz 10cm range resolution,
1µs time syncronization
Norbit Multibeam Sonar 512 points at 5-50hz 3cm range resolution,
100µs time sync
Ublox RTK (Position)
5hz
2cm horizontal,
10cm vertical,
time reference
Ublox RTK (Heading)
5hz
0.3 deg, 1µs time sync
Microstrain 3DM-GX5-45 100hz
0.2 deg (roll/pitch),
0.06 deg/sec (gyro),
1.5 deg(mag reported),
5 deg(mag real world),
1µs time sync
Nortek DVL-1000
8hz
0.05 m/s, 100µs time sync
RBR Concerto CTD
1hz
0.5 m/s (sound speed),
0.01°(temp),
10ms time sync
Table 4: An overview of the sensors used for data collection. Precision and accuracy
numbers for the sonars, Microstrain, DVL and CTD are reported from their data
sheets. The Ublox self reports an estimated uncertainty that varies according to
the data.
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Navigation data are fused using ROS [13] and Robot Localization [14] to estimate the sonar pose and provide a ground truth for SLAM or odometry estimated
trajectories. Surface temperature and salinity measurements, used to calculate
sound speed for the multibeam beam forming., were collected continuously. Periodic CTD casts were collected for sonar ray tracing or to verify the water column
was well mixed.
Local coordinate transformations are described by a ROS universal robot description file (URDF). Each reference frame can be seen in Figure 29, with the
frame hierarchy show in Figure 30. All perceptual sensors were given a nominal
frame and a calibrated frame. The nominal frame represents the designed location
of each sensor and is denoted as sensor name nom. The calibrated frame represents the calibrated sensor offset and is denoted with the sensor name. All sensor
messages are reported in the calibrated frame. An example can be seen in Figure
31.
3.3.1

Navigation Solution

The data contain all of the individual sensor logs and a computed navigation
solution that can be immediately used to plot the data. The navigation solution
localizes the POS’s base link in a universal transverse Mercator (UTM) projection.
The solution produces both a ROS odometry message and three reference frames.
One reference frame, utm <zone number>, is at the center of the survey’s UTM
zone. A frame, utm local, is then placed near the center of the survey area to
preserve floating-point resolution within the EKF and map point clouds. Finally,
the base link frame’s position is updated continuously in utm local. The main
components of the navigation process are outlined as follows.
• PyProj [15] is used to convert the relevant position messages to UTM coordinates. This is done by publishing a transformation from utm to utm local,
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Figure 29: A schematic of the POS’s sensor frames.

Figure 30: The ROS tf tree of the POS’s URDF frame hierarchy.
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Figure 31: An example of the nominal and calibrated reference frame for the
WASSP multibeam sonar.
converting the GPS messages to poses in utm local and publishing them, and
re-publishing heading information in a UTM projection.
• A custom sensor driver is used to generate yaw information from the Ublox
dual RTK system.
• The imu filter madgwick filter [16] is used to fuse IMU acceleration and angular rate measurements into pitch and roll, which are added to a filtered
IMU message. Optionally, magnetometer measurements can be used to calculate heading, although this can introduce some error in pitch and roll if
the magnetometer is not calibrated. The magnetometer was not used in
the included navigation solution. Calibration data is available in the Dutch
Harbor survey.
• Robot Localization fuses the filtered IMU, GPS, GPS heading and DVL
odometry. It then publishes base link in utm local and publishes a ROS
odometry message for base link.
Robot Localization uses a 15 state extended Kalman filter (EKF) (Table 5).
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X, Y, Z position
roll, pitch orientation
heading orientation

Ẋ, Ẏ , Ż velocity

˙ pitch,
˙ yaw
roll,
˙ angular rate
Ẍ, Ÿ , Z̈ acceleration

RTK GPS
IMU via Madgwick filter
RTK differential GPS. Optionally, IMU
magnetometer via Madgwick filter if differential GPS is unavailable.
DVL sonar. Optionally, GPS Doppler velocity, although this does not appear to
improve the solution.
IMU gyroscopes
IMU accelerometer

Table 5: List of Robot Localiztion states and data sources.

These states, excluding accelerations, are published with a covariance matrix as
a ROS odometry message. Updating the EKF is straight forward, as all of the
states are directly or indirectly observed by our navigation sensors with known
uncertainties.
3.3.2

Bathymetric system

Surveys collected with two different multibeam sonars are included in the data
set. The first sonar is a mid-level 120 kHz WASSP multibeam with a 120◦ swath
with, 2.5◦ (approx.) along track beam width. The second sonar is a 400 kHz Norbit
WMBS with up to 200◦ degree swath width. This is a higher performance sonar
with a 0.9◦ alongtrack beam width, and sub centimeter nominal range resolution..
The Norbit sonar also has an integrated sound speed sensor at the transducer
face. Sound speed data for the WASSP was collected with a RBR Concerto CTD
mounted near the sonar face. A YSI Castaway was used to collect data to calculate
a sound speed profile. Each sonar produces raw beam data in it’s native format
logged in a rosbag. Additionally, a simple per ping point cloud is created for each
sonar assuming a constant sound velocity in the sonar’s frame [17]. This point
cloud also assumes that the POS has not moved in the time between the transmit
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pulse and the received signal. It is also assumes that the watercolumn is well mixed
and the sound speed does not vary with depth. For some of the survey’s presented
here, the surface sound velocity is consistent enough that this assumption holds.
In other surveys, this assumption breaks down. However, using the raw multibeam
data and CTD casts, it is possible to correct this distortion with ray tracing [18].
3.4

Surveys
Four separate surveys are included in the data set. The surveys have dif-

ferent sensor configurations and were designed to be a representative of typical
autonomous vehicle mapping tasks.

Wiggle’s Bank (WASSP)
St Mary’s River, Georgia USA:
This survey was designed to demonstrate the capabilities of the WASSP sonar. It has a large amount of
overlap and very high point density. The terrain has a
variety of features with varying scale and complexity.
A structure from motion (SFM) aerial drone survey
was also conducted and the files are included in the directory. The SFM survey was done at low tide and the sonar survey at high tide to maximize overlap
between the sonar and SFM data.
North River Confluence (WASSP)
St Mary’s River, Georgia USA:
This survey was intended to be a realistic commercial
survey driven to maintain continual sonar swath overlap in an efficient manner. The terrain has a variety
of features of varying scale and complexity. The majority of the area was covered with continuous sonar
operation, making it suitable for SLAM testing. A
gap in the sonar coverage close to the end can be used to evaluate relocalization
methods.
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Dutch Island (Norbit)
Narragansett Bay, Rhode Island USA:
This survey contains two parts. The first is a large
area intended to be used as a base map for terrain
aided navigation. The large area part was driven to
ensure overlapping sonar coverage. The survey has
some short dropouts in the multibeam data but the
vessel was stopped and no bottom coverage was lost.
The second part is a pre-planned AUV-like trajectory with equal line spacing and
slow vessel speed. This AUV analog survey has no sensor dropouts and a crossing
line as a final loop closure.
These surveys were driven in relatively rough water producing some artifacts in
our naive point cloud projection. CTD profiles at this location indicate the water
was well mixed. Additionally, a short magnetic compass calibration survey is
included.
Beach Pond (Norbit)
Inland Western Rhode Island USA: The beach
pond survey is an example of the extreme stratification of the watercolum that can occur in fresh water
lakes and ponds. This stratification (Figure 32) combined with the wide swath of the Norbit sonar produced significant ray bending in the multibeam data
that can be seen as an artifact running parallel to the
survey lines. The pond has large flat areas as well as distinct bottom features.
These factors combine to make it ideal to evaluate multibeam ray tracing.

3.5

Data Set Details
Each survey is broken into several parts. These parts are represented by ROS

namespaces. The nav namespace contains all of the raw navigation data. The
nav/processed namespace contains some partially processed navigation data.
The utm namespace contains all the raw and processed navigation messages
that have a relevant conversion to UTM coordinates. Finally, the wassp and
norbit namespaces contain all of the sonar data related to those sensors.
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• nav:
– sensors: This namespace contains all of the raw navigation sensor data.
∗ navsat: This namespace contains all of the raw sensor data related
to the GPS system.
· ubx ref/raw/svin: The survey-in status of RTCM reference
station, primarily for diagnostics.
· ubx pos/fix: Primary (starboard side) GPS fix.
· ubx hdg/relpos enu: Relative position of secondary (port
side) GPS, to calculate heading.
∗ microstrain: Raw sensor data related to the microstrain AHRS.
· imu/raw: A ROS IMU message of the instantaneous IMU
orientation, linear and angular accelerations.
· imu/delta: A ROS IMU message representing the change in
values from the last message received, including coning and
sculling compensation.
· mag/raw: The raw magnetometer data from the microstrain
AHRS.
∗ nortek: Raw sensor data related to the Nortek DVL.
· dvl: A Woods Hole Deep Submergence Lab DVL message
showing the current state of the DVL. [19]
· df21: The raw format sensor message described by Nortek.
– processed: A namespace for partially processed navigation data.
∗ microstrain/imu/madgwick: A message representing the full
six degree of freedom orientation data derived from fusing raw angular velocities and accelerations [16].
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∗ navsat/ubx hdg/imu: An IMU message representing the yaw of
the vehicle derived from the dual RTK GPS system.
∗ nortek/dvl twist: The Nortek DVL data represented as a ROS
twist message for compatibility with the Robot Localization package.
∗ odometry: A ROS odomoetry message representing the complete
navigation solution.
• utm: This namespace contains all of the raw and processed navigation messages that have a relevant conversion to UTM. The message topic ending in
/proj contains a message describing the geographic projection used.
• wassp: This namespace represents data that is relevant to the WASSP sonar.
– detections: A naive per ping point cloud projected from the raw
WASSP data.
– bathyraw: A ROS version of the raw datagram published by the
WASSP sonar. [20]
• norbit: This namespace represents data that is relevant to the Norbit sonar.
– detections: A naive per ping point cloud [17] projected from raw Norbit data.
– batymetric: A ROS version of the raw datagram published by the
Norbit sonar. [21]
3.6

Additional Details
To validate the quality of the odometry data, a comparison plot between our

dead reckoning solution and the GPS ground truth for the Dutch Harbor survey
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is shown in Figure 33. The dead reckoning solution uses GPS altitude to simulate
a depth sensor and dual RTK GPS heading to simulate a fiber gyro. No GPS
position data was used in the odometry computation.
Figure 32 shows some representative CTD casts from the survey sites. The
Beach Pond location has the largest sound velocity gradient. Dutch Harbor has
a much more subtle profile due to the tidal mixing in Narragansett Bay. Finally,
the CTD cast taken in the St. Mary’s River shows little variation in the sound
velocity profile due to significant tidal mixing.
A short comparison survey, also included in the dataset, was completed with
both the WASSP and Norbit sonars operating simultaneously. A four meter long
sunken boat, buried up to its gunwales in the sediment, was found (Figure 34)
and surveyed slowly for a single pass comparison of the two sonars. Although the
WASSP sonar proved adequate for smooth terrain it clearly misses the details seen
on the boat target. Additionally, the WASSP has a narrow survey swath making
it less desirable in shallow water since it necessitates tight line spacing.
The magnetometer and RTK GPS heading in this dataset can be used to evaluate the accuracy of heading derived from the magnetometer and magnetometer
calibration techniques. The compass calibration survey in Dutch Harbor is particularly useful for this. A simple sphere fit for hard-iron distortions is insufficient, in
part due to the minimal pitch and roll experienced by surface vessels. The result is
a heading-dependent offset from the RTK GPS heading of up to 20 degrees (mean
error 0.17 degrees, RMS error 10.67 degrees). A correction was derived by fitting a
two term sine series A × sin(mag heading + θ1 ) + B × sin(2 × mag heading + θ2 ) to
the error. This correction reduces the heading-dependent offset to less than 5 degrees (mean error 0.71 degrees, RMS error 2.24 degrees) (Figure 35). However, this
correction would not be possible without the RTK GPS heading. Therefore, for
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Figure 32: A comparison of CTD casts taken during the Dutch Harbor and Beach
Pond survey. A representative survey from the St. Mary’s River was included to
validate the water was well mixed
magnetometer heading to be useful by itself, more advanced compass calibration
techniques are required.
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